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INTRODUCTION

amp.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Danilo Enrique Noreña Benítez has contributed to the dictionary with 35057 meanings that we have approved and
collected in this small book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the
project, do not hesitate to visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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catafasia
It is a psychological disorder in which the patient repeats a response or a word several times.  The etymology of the
word is : Greek prefix cata or kata meaning after and fasia or phasia meaning word .

catafefobia
It is the dread of being buried alive.  Fear of being buried alive. 

catafilaxia
It is the process of transporting protective agents to the infection site.  Transport of medicines, antibodies or antibiotic
substances to generate an infection rejection.

cataforesis
It means displacement to the cathode.  It is an automatic immersion painting system, based on the electrical charge of
the particles.  It is also called cathodic electrodeposition.  It is the dispersion of resins and pigments in an aqueous
medium when there is a low content of organic solvents.

cataforia
Tendency to lower the eye after stimuli.  Gacho s or droomed eyes.

catafónica
In Physics, in the part of Acoustics, is the study of the bounce or reflection of the sound and also of the echo.  It means
etymologically against sound, noise or voice.

catafractos
Plural of catafract .  It means fully covered or fully protected.  It was an ancient cavalry unit in which both rider and horse
wore armor.  They were not useful in prolonged confrontations.

catafrigios
It was a religious movement that promulgated that the Holy Spirit had been sent to them and not to the apostles.  It was
founded by Montano and is therefore also called Montanismo.  It emerged in Frigia and Asia Minor in the 2nd century D.
C.  Mountaineers.

catafusa
In several Central American countries it means backpack, back bag.  Kind of bag, usually leather that is worn on the
back, or tertiary on the shoulder.  It is also synonymous with zurrón, backpack or burjaca.

catagloso
It can mean two things.  tongue (used in medicine) or language or word scoff (rhetoric).

cataglotismo
It is the language in which very scrawled or little-used words are used.  very refined language or jargon.



catagonica
catagonica is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Catagonica" as meaning:<br>The correct term is catagonico.
It refers to a patient's struggle to control or overcome their stress or stress, manifested in reduced mental capacities and
above all manifestations of muscle stiffness in the neck or face.

catajárria
The correct term is catajarria, without tilde.  It means stack, heap, lots of things.  Arrume . 

catala
Making reference to the catalan language or the Valencian Language.  Català.

catalanganes
In the Philippines it is the name of an indigenous people of Mongolian origin.  They lived on the banks of a river called
Catalangán, for which they bear that name.

catalán
Relating to Catalonia .  Born in Catalonia.  It is the name of a Romance language, which is spoken by more than 10
million people.   It is spoken in Catalonia, the Balearic Islands, Andorra, the Eastern Strip of Aragon, Roussillon and the
city of Alghero (Sardinia, Italy), as well as in the Valencian Community and the region of El Carche (Murcia) and for
about 250. 000 Catalans living in Argentina. 

catalepsia
It is the name of a sudden nervous disorder that is characterized by immobility and rigidity of the body.  There is loss of
sensation and inability to contract muscles, which appears to be death.  It can last up to 3 days.  Apparent death . 

catalina
In Colombia, especially in the eastern plains of Colombia is the name of a black cookie take of brown sugar and milk,
than in other regions of the same 40 Colombia; Costa ) is called biscuit black and Tolima ( my land ) cuca called. 
Catalina is a woman's name, of Greek origin and means of pure lineage.

catalpa
In Botany it is the name of a genus of trees in the family Bignoniaceae and also of a tree.  Its scientific name is Catalpa
bignonioides.  It is also called indian tree or catawba.  It is for ornamental use.  

cataluña
It means land or country of the Catalans.  Name of an Autonomous Community of Spain.  Name of a frigate of the
Spanish Navy.  In Music, name of a composition by Isaac Albéniz.  Name of a metro station in Barcelona. 

catan
It is an inflection of tasting, which means tasting, tasting. 

catana
In Colombia means old, old, blamed.  ajada.  Veteran, very old.



catanda
It is the name of a town in Angola, famous for its unique, volcanic Paleozoic of extrusive character in that country.  This
lava is very rare.

catanga
In Colombia, it is the name of a town in the Department of Arauca, located in the municipality of Puerto Rondón.  Name
of a Hato in the Department of Arauca.  In our country catanga is a basket or net used for fishing.  Nasa.  In some South
American countries the dung beetle is called catanga.  Squat.  The word thus used is of Quechua origin and means
excrement ( akay ) and push ( tankay ).  With K, Katanga is the name of a Province in Southern Congo.  It was the name
of an unrecognized state, where Patrick Lumumba was killed.  It is currently a Province of Congo.

catano
In Colombia means for many years, but without being an elder adult.  Mature, older adult.

catapán
High-ranking Byzantine officer.  Catepan .  The one who is above the others. 

catapedafobia
It is the irrational fear of jumping from high places. 

catapila
It is a distortion of the word Caterpillar or better even caterpillar, brand of heavy machinery.  It is a colloquial form of
Colombian farmers call a bulldozer, a backhoe or a heavy equipment used in civil works, especially in the opening of
roads.  Also say you this to a workman boots, special heavy duty, usually with steel toe-caps.  Safety boot.

catarata
It can mean water jump, fall, raudal or waterfall.  It is also a type of eye condition that allows for proper vision.  In
Colombia it is also used as a synonym for follow-up, facts that occur repeatedly and successively.  Succession, series,
string, list .

cataratas
Large flow of water falling to a cliff.  It is the plural of cataract.  It means water jumps, falls, waterfalls or waterfalls.  It is
also a type of eye condition that allows for proper vision.  In Colombia it is also used as a synonym for follow-up, facts
that occur repeatedly and successively.  Successions, series, strings, lists, follows, toilets.

catarina
It is the equivalent to Catalina in Italian, Portuguese and Galician. The name of a municipality in Nicaragua.Es is name
given also to the ladybugs that are a few small Coleoptera semispherical and colorful. They belong to the family of the
coccinelidos.

catarino
By etymology means next to the nose.  .  .  . Lunar that presents near the nose.

catarino animal
There are a few small beetles in the family Coccinellidae.  They are called sprockets, ladybirds, Mariquitillas, or pebbles.



 They are very useful in agriculture because they eat aphids, aphids, mites and mealybugs.

catarí
It means that he is a native of Qatar (or Qatar).  Concerning Qatar (or Qatar). 

catarín
In Spain (Canary Islands) it is a surname.  It is a way of calling the catarinas, sanantones, coquitos or ladybugs.  They
are useful insects to agriculture as they are used in health control.  belong to the Coccinellidae family.  Colloquial way to
call a taster.

catarrilla
Name given to the larva of some insects that affect olive trees, plum trees and other trees.  Usually they make nets,
mesh or fabric between sheets.  Arañuelo.  Tick.  mite, caparra, catarra, caparrilla.  .

catarrin
The correct term is Catarrín, with tilde.  Keeping her nose red, acatarrado.  In Mexico is a way to call the alcoholic,
frequent drunk, drunk, dipsomaniac, drinker.

catarro
In Colombia is synonymous with flu or flu.  Cold, disease that affects the Airways, nasal congestion.  Acute respiratory
illness.

catastrar
It means measuring a surface and valuing it.  Quantify and measure a terrain. 

catastrofe
The correct term is catastrophe, with tilde.  It means huge event that affects large numbers of people.  Tragedy, ruin,
disaster, calamity, catastrophe, calamity, cataclysm.  Also means chaos, disorder.

catastrophe
it's an English word meaning catastrophe. 

catatimia
It is the distortion or alteration of the perception of reality according to mood or convenience.  Accommodation from
reality to desire.   Disorder in the perception of reality. 

catatimio
catatimio is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Catatimia" as meaning:<br>The correct term is Catatimia. In
psychology is the deformation of reality caused by the influence of the affection in intense or altered emotional States.

catatumbo
In Colombia it is the name of a river in the Department of Norte de Santander and that flows to Venezuela to Lake
Maracaibo.  Name of a Colombian region in the Department of Norte de Santander and name of an Indigenous Reserve
and a Natural National Park in that same Region.  Name of a Venezuelan municipality in the state of Zulia .  There is



also a District of the same name there.  It is an area of very high ceraunicity. 

catazonal
In Geology it relates to the deepest or innermost layer of the Earth's crust, which is called catazone (deep or internal
zone).  The other two general areas are Epizone (outer or bark) and mezozone (middle or intermediate zone).  Deep
level of placement .

catádroma
It is a kind of fish that baja by the currents of rivers to spawn in the sea.  For example, the eel is a species of
catadromous fish.

catádromos
Plural of catádmo .  Name given to fish migrating downstream to spawn.  They usually spawn in the sea.  The opposite
is anadromists which means they migrate upstream.

catáfora
In Literature it is a foretaste of what is to be pronounced in a speech.  It's usually a word or a demonstrative.   I
anticipate an idea, prelude, announcement.

catágrafo
Drawing made with silhouettes.  Profile Drawing .

catán
In Colombia catán, catano or catana, colloquially means old, old. 

catástrofe
It is a word of Latin origin, but with Greek ancestors.  It means destruction, disaster, tragedy, catastrophe, ruin,
abatimiendo, subversion.  Catastrophe usually has natural causes and affects a lot of people, causing damage of large
proportions.

catchear
It is the trade or work of the catcher, who in the game of baseball or softball is the catcher.  Function of receiver, caster
or catcher? in the baseball or softball game.  Player who catches the balls thrown by the pitcher or pitcher. 

cate
It can mean fear, fear, nervousness.  It also means blow, especially on the head. 

catecismo
In Colombia it is a small card in which the basic knowledge of the Catholic faith and Christian doctrine is imparted.  It
consists of a series of very simple questions and answers with high religious content.  This is also called meetings in
which this type of religious instruction is given.  The most recognized was that of the Jesuit priest gaspar Astete. 

catecúmeno
Person who learns Catechism.  A person who prepares himself in the knowledge of Christian doctrine and the mysteries



of the Catholic faith, in order to receive the Holy Baptism.  He gets catechesis. 

catedral
It's a special kind of church.  Church that is the seat of the Bishop or the Diosesis.  Main or larger church.  Also relating
to the chair. 

catedrático
Professor of a chair.  Teacher who teaches a specific subject.  Teacher, teacher, pedagogue, educator. 

categorias
Levels, ranges.  Established classifications of a population according to some parameters that differ.  Divisions.

categorias
Levels, ranges.  Established classifications of a population according to some parameters that differ.  Divisions.

categórica
It means you have no objections.  It means absolute, decisive, unppealing, blunt, resounding, conclusive.  It is claimed
or denied but without alternatives or restrictions.  Sharp. 

catemo
One of the common names of a marine fish of the genus Drepane (which in latin means sickle), is the only one in the
family Drepaneidae.  They are in the African shores of the Indian Ocean and the South Atlantic.

catenaria
It is the way of calling the curve that forms a cable supported by its two ends and at the same level.  It is understood that
it is not subjected to forces other than gravity.  Power line and railway cables. 

catende
It is the name of a Brazilian municipality in the State of Pernambuco.  It is also the name of a Brazilian song by Vinicius
de Moraes.

catengue
It is the name of a town in Angola, which belongs to the municipality of Caimbambo.

cateque
It is a Greek root meaning instruction.  The word catechesis means instructional process (sis is process, action).

catequesis
It is a way of calling instruction given above all to infants about the Catholic faith and Christian doctrine. 

catequistas
They are the people who teach or direct catechesis. Catechesis is to impart teachings of religious formation. It is usually
done with children and nuns or seminarians directed them on the weekends.



catequizar
Teach catechesis.  Instruct in Catholic and Christian doctrine. 

caterine
It is one of the versions of the woman's name Catherine, which is of Greek origin.  There is also Katherine, Catherine
and Cathleen.  It is mostly used in French.  The name means of pure lineage. 

caterva
Group of people who act in disarray and who usually move by sweeping with what they find.  It is synonymous clan,
ethnicity, tribe, troop, troop, gang, horde, crew, mob, mob, plebe, cafila.

cateterismo
In Medicine, it is the name of a relatively simple surgical procedure, which consists of introducing into a cavity, duct or
vein a long, thin tube (catheter).  It may have different uses depending on the organ where it is used.  A catheter, also
often called a catheter.  The most common are cardiac or urinary.

cateto
It is the name given to each of the sides that form the right angle in a right triangle. 

catéter
In Medicine is a thin and elongated tube-shaped device, which can be inserted into a vein, a duct or tissue, and is used
to inject drugs with the serum, to drain fluids or to facilitate the entry of other medical instruments.  There is a multiplicity
of catheter types (cardiac, urinary, pleural, venous, etc.  )  .  In some cases it is also called probe ( Axis .  : Foley probe )
.

catherine
It is one of the versions of the woman's name Catherine, which is of Greek origin.  There is also Katherine and Cathleen.
 It is mostly used in French.  The name means pure lineage. 

catifa
It is a word of Arabic origin meaning wallpaper, carpet, carpet, carpet.  Mat.

catinga
Catinga or better caatinga is a type of vegetation typical of very dry and arid areas.  Desert vegetation, xerophytic
vegetation.  It is the name of an ecoregion in the Northeast of Brazil.  the word is of Tupi-Guarani origin and means
white vegetation.  Planalto , Serto , Serton.

catio, emberá katio
It is the name of an indigenous people found in the areas of Darien (Colombia and Panama) and Chocó in Colombia. 
There is also in Risaralda, Antioquia and Córdoba.  For the purposes of displacement there is a large population
scattered through the country and there is a large population in Bogota.  Language spoken by that same people.  You
can also use the term Katío. 

cation
The correct term is cation, always with tilde.  It's a positively charged particle.  Positive charge ion .  The term in



Chemistry is used.

catipar
It means predicting the future by "reading" the cigarette or leaves remaining residue in an infusion of coca.  Catipar is a
form of supposedly predict the future.

catipo
I CATIPO in English stands for Computer Aided Therapy Planning in Pediatric Oncology (planning assisted by computer
in Pediatric Oncology therapy).  It is the name of a modern medical program for children with cancer.

catira
In the Eastern Plains of Colombia and Venezuela, it is the way to call a woman of white robe, light eyes and blond hair. 
Mona, blonde, girl. 

catire
In the Eastern Plains of Colombia and Venezuela, he refers to a person with white tees, light eyes and blond hair. 
Monkey, blond, guy. 

cato
It is the name of three towns in the United States.  They are located in the States of New York, Wisconsin and Michigan.

catoblepas
It means to look down.  Catoblepa or catoblepon is also true.  It is the name of a mythological animal in Ethiopia.  It is
represented with cow horns and pig's head and scales on the back.  His breath was considered poisonous.

catole
It is the name of a small Brazilian town in Pernambuco, his correct name is Catolé do rocha.

catorce
It's the name of a two-digit number.  It's equivalent to ten plus four or seven plus seven.  In Colombia and especially in
the center of the country.  means favor. 

catorro
In Mexico means coup, shock, Totazo.  In Colombia means room, housing, room, part, bedroom.

catota
It means crystal ball, piquis or marble.

catotérico
It is a type of drug that defecates the patient.  It is similar to a purgative or a laxative.  It serves to remedy constipation. 
Purgative.

catramina



It means old and rickety truck. Mostly in Argentina is used. Colombia is used just as we have our most popular terms:
Chechere, pileup, Gizmo, tiesto, dilapidated...

catramina
It means old and rickety truck. Mostly in Argentina is used. Colombia is used just as we have our most popular terms:
Chechere, pileup, Gizmo, tiesto, dilapidated...

catre
It is a simple piece of furniture intended to sleep.  Cot, bedding, bedding, bunk bed, backpack, jergon.  It is usually of
canvas and wood.

catrera
It means bunk bed, cot, makeshift bed.  Woman who sells cotres.  It can also mean street woman, prostitute, meretriz.

catrilo
It means in Mapuche language, cut or incomplete dune.  The term Catriló is more indicated, with final accentuation.  It is
the name of a town and a department of La Pampa Province in Argentina. 

catriló
In Mapuche it means cut or incomplete dune.  It is the name of a city and a department in Argentina.  They belong to the
Province of La Pampa. 

catrina
Female cinderin.  It means wealthy, rich, rich, wealthy.  Lady who has a lot of money.  It can also mean vain, smug,
elegant.  In Mexico it is a measure of volume that equals one liter.  Cup.  Skull Garbancera, work ( Mural) by José
Guadalupe Posada and baptized by Diego Rivera.  Katrina, with k, is the name of a very devastating hurricane that hit
New Orleans in 2005.  Katrina is one of the characters in the saga The Legacy, works by Cristopher Paolini.  Catarina is
the name of a rare cyclone that formed in the South Atlantic, facing Brazil (very few).

catrinear
It means showing off elegant and being very up-to-date on fashion and haute couture spprojects.  Stay up-to-date on
fashion aspects.

catrín
It means wealthy, rich, rich, wealthy.  He's got a lot of money.  It can also mean vain, smug, elegant.

catuán
In the Dominican Republic is the name given to the tortoise male.  By extension means lazy, lazy, lazy, lazy, lazy,
negligent.

catuche
It is a way of calling the guanaba or soursop in Venezuela.  It is the fruit of the tree of guanabano.  The scientific name
of the tree is Annona muricata and belongs to the family Annonaceae.  It also receives the names of catuche guanaba,
graviola, masasamba.



caturia
In the United States it is a surname.  Caturia is the name of a funeral service house.  In ancient times it was a type of
raft or nabata.

caturro- rra
It means low, dwarf, short of stature.  In coffee slang it is a variety of low-storey coffee that facilitate the harvesting of the
fruit.  Variety of short-stemmed coffee.

catuto
It's a kind of typical Chilean bread.  It has a flat and elongated shape.  It is also called multrun.

catutritaba
It is one of the names of the sacred basil or abode basil of India.  It is also called Tulsi.  Its scientific name is Ocimum
sanctum or Ocimum tuneiflorum .  It belongs to the family Lamiaceae.  In Thai cuisine it is known as Kaprao.

catúmula
It is a variety of Jasmine bush.  In Colombia we also call it bone or laurel bone.  It is from the family Pittosporaceae.

catún
Katún can also be considered correct.  In Maya culture is a period of time equivalent to 20 years.  End of a cycle.

catzo
In southern Colombia and Ecuador it means beetle, cockroach, beetle.  Insect that has hard wings. 

cau cau
In Peru it is a class of stew made with mondongo and potatoes.  The term is of Quechua origin and means hot
menudence.

caucafón
It is one of the common names of an aromatic plant in the afamily Amaryllidaceae.  It is popularly known as garlic, ajete
or rocambola.  The scientific name is Allium sativum.

caucalis
It is one of the common ways to call the anise gypsy, Budoño, cadeja or cadillo.  It also corresponds to the name of the
botanical genus of that same plant that has the scientific name Caucalis platycarpos and belongs to the family Apiaceae.

caucara
It's the hard meat of a beef.  Rib meat.  In Gastronomy is the name of a dish made with meats, vegetables and potatoes.
 The word is of Quechua origin and means skin, leather or hard meat about to mature.

caucel
It is one of the names of a native American medium-sized feline.  Also known as cat, cat cervantes, Maracay, ocelot or
margay.  Its scientific name is Leopardus wiedii.  It belongs to the family Felidae.



cauchera
In Colombia is a playground element consisting of a rubber and a pad.  Used to scare or kill birds.  Slingshot, arrow, or
shooter is also called.

caucho
It is one of the common names of a tree, also known as hevea, jacio or syringa.  Name of an elastic natural polymer,
extracted from the syringe tree.  There is also currently a synthetic rubber.  Name of the latex of the tree Hevea
brasilensis, of the family Euphorbiaceae .  Elastic.

cauchos
It is the General name given to plants of the genus Ficus, Moraceae family.

cauchy
Last name of a great French Mathematician.  Its full name was Augustin Louis Cauchy .  In his honor the name was
given to a crater of the Moon that remains in the Sea of Tranquility, near where he landed Apollo 11.

caucón
Member of a village originally from Anatolia (Turkey).  They were known as the Caucons.  It is believed that they
migrated through various parts of Europe, but initially between Licia and Arcadia, within Turkey.

caucus
It is a term used in U.S. politics.  It means Assembly of Parties.  Internal party meetings .  They are held to elect
delegates from various states by parties.  Primary conventions .  The term has indigenous origin (Algonquin).  Formerly
it was the meeting of indigenous chieftains. 

cauda
It is the characteristic feature of the songs "a cappella" (in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries).  It also means latin
queue.  Tail or end of the Magna Layer used by Bishops.  In Astronomy tail of a comet.

caudal
Amount of liquid flowing through a stream of water.  Amount of fluid passing through a current or section of a tube for a
certain time.  Amount of money you own.  Capital.  Number of people voting for someone (electoral flow).  It also means
Financial Capital.  In Spain it is the name of a Shire of Asturias and the name of a river from the same region.  In Tail
Biology, fin of the back of the body.

caudato
Caudate or caudata, means that it has tail, which has tail.  It is a term used in Biology, but can also be used in
Astronomy (comets) and wl Literature for a class of poetic works in verse ( caudate sonnets).

caudec
CAUDEC stands for an association of Venezuelan architects.  It is the Carabobo Architects Association.  Also caudec is
one of the names of the cayenne fly fly or tyrant.  It is a small bird that belongs to the family Muscicapidae.  Its scientific
name is Muscicapa cayenensis .

caudex



It is a botanical term in English, which is equivalent in Spanish to Caudice.  It means stem, but this term is also used to
refer to an underground stem.  It is also used to mean regrowth, bud or bud.

caudicaria
It was a type of light boat used by the Romans in the rivers.  Roman river boat.  It was characterized by lifting the bow
frequently because the load was placed backwards.

caudicario
It was the name given to the boatmen or rowers of a caudicaria of the ancient Romans.  Boatman or rower of the rivers
in ancient Rome.  Vogue.

caudiforme
Caudiforme or better caudiform, is a botanical term.  It means stem-like.  It is also used pachycaulo, which means thick
stem and little branched.

caudillesco, ca
It means that it is typical of the warlords.  Manner or manner of action of a leader or a warlord.  Name given to the
historical stage of Uruguay in the early nineteenth century where it began its uprising towards Spain and sought
protection from Buenos Aires.  Time of scarce population, dedicated to the grazing of cattle and the emergence of some
warlords.  Pastoral and Caudillesco period in Uruguay, ranging from 1830 to 1875. 

caudillo
It means leader, guide, director, head.  Person followed by many fans or followers.  He has a lot of followers.

caudina
Three-pointed spear used by soldiers ro, hands.  Fork.  Name of a Spanish river, in the Province of Girona.

caudium
Latin name of Caudio .  It was the name of an ancient Italian city, near Benevento.  It was located on the Appian Way. 

caudícula
It means small tail, it looks like a small tail.  In Botany it can be the support or peduncle of an orchid flower or also small
aletics that have some orchid flowers.

caudífero
It means it leads or leads to the queue.  It drags, dragging a queue.  It's got a tail.  In Botany it can mean in the form of a
tail or hook.

caudotomía
It is a veterinary surgical procedure in which an animal is removed or amputated to the tail.  Tail amputation.

cauhtémoc
Cuahtemoc, for the Spanish conquistadors Guatemuz, was the last Aztec ruler with the arrival of the Spaniards. Nahuatl
language means the Eagle landed, the Eagle bass or son of the Eagle.



cauno
It was the name of an ancient and defunct city in the South of Turkey, close to possible (now Bodrum), port on the
Mediterranean.  He was also close to where today Dalyan, another Turkish port of beautiful beaches is located.

caupolicanazo
Political act held at the Caupolicán Theater 40 years ago (August 20, 1980), directed by Eduardo Frei Montalva, in
which a Constitutional Reform was promoted in Chile.  Popular protest that took place facing a strong dictatorship of
several years in Chile. 

caur
In Argentina it is short for Cooperativa Agrícola Unión Ramirez .  It has tourism services.  It is also the inner courtyard in
Morocco.

caural
It is the stage name of a multi-instrumental musician named Zachary Mastoon.  He's born in Chicago.

causacion
The correct term is causation and is used in accounting.  It is the action or effect of recognizing a cost, income or
deduction at the time that occurs.  It implies a change in the resources of who receives or delivers the good or service.

causai
It is an inflection of cause in several Romance languages: French is the past singular first person causer (caused).  In
Italian is the past in the first person singular of causare (caused).  It is so imperative second person (vós) cause in
Portuguese (cause):

causuelo
It is one of the common names of an American feline.  It is also known as tigrillo, maracayá, yaguatirica, caucel or tiger
cat.  Its scientific name is Leopardus wiedii.  It belongs to the family Felidae. 

cautel
It means cunning or skillful deception. 

cautela
It means prudence, judgment, common sense, discretion, moderation, reserve, care, caution.

cautelosamente
It means carefully, prudently.  That is acted with suspicion, reservation, moderation, sanity, wisdom or discretion.

cauteloso
Person who acts with caution, who is prudent in acting.  He who acts prudently, who acts with caution.  That it is not at
risk.  Careful, prudent, cautious, forewarned, cautious, suspicious, sensible, moderate. 

cautelosos
Plural of cautious .  It means a person who acts with caution, who is prudent in acting.  Who acts prudently.  That it is



not at risk.  Careful, prudent, cautious, forewarned, cautious, suspicious, sensible, moderate. 

cauterizacion
The correct term is Cauterization.  Action and effect of cauterizing.  It means to burn.  It is one minor surgical procedure,
consisting in burning a small part of a tissue.  A soldering iron is used.  Cured by fire.

cautivante
It means that it attracts, that fascinates, that obfuscates, that captivates.  Which causes an unusual attraction. 

cautín
Tool used by a doctor to cauterize.

cauto
Person who acts with caution, who is prudent when acting.  Who acts wisely.  He doesn't take any chances.  Careful,
prudent, cautious, cautious, cautious, cautious, sensible, sensible, moderate.

cautores de crieriologia
crieriologia cautores is incorrectly written and should be written as "Co-authors also." being its meaning:<br>I think that
the full text is also co-authors. Indicates an Exegetical theological methodology that involves accepting a series of
criteria fit to confirm the historical veracity of the Gospel texts.

cava
Winery, cave, underground or deposit for aging wines in bottles or barrels.  Name or brand of Spanish wines.

cavallino
It is a word of the Italian language meaning horse. 

cavera
cavera is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Cavera" being its meaning:<br>Cavera is the name of a water
park near the city of Criciuma in Brazil

cavernas
Plural of cavern.  Mean cave, cave.   Crypt, antrum, pit, cavity.

cavernícola
Caveman.  Prehistoric man who lived in caves or caves.  Colloquially person with very retrograde or old-fashioned
thoughts.

cavicornios
Hollow horns.  It means hollow horns, hollow antlers.  It is a class of ruminant mammals that possess horns that are
hollow inside.

cavido



The correct term is Cavido.  It means belonging to the family Caviidae, big and rectangular head-rodent family.

cavilando
It is an inflection of ruminate.  It means to meditate, think, reflect, rumination, cogitar, nutritionists are, run.

caviloso
In Colombia, it means that he is a person who tends to ruminate too.  A person who cares too much about everything. 
Rowdy, rowdy, gossipmonger.

cavinia
It is the name of a town and a beach in Italy, south of Naples.   Italian beach over the Tyrrhenian Sea.

cavista
It means related to cavas, place where wines are preserved.  Person in charge of cava or conserving wines .

cavite
Cavite is incorrectly written and should be written as "40 Cavite; is 41 name;." being its meaning:<br>The correct term is
40 Cavite; own name ).  It is the name of a city and a province of the Philippines.  Located in the Bay of Manila.  The
apricot which is a Creole language derived from the Spanish is spoken in this region.  Site where the U.S. Navy
defeated the Spanish Navy in landslide.

caviuna
In Brazil and Colombia is the name of a valuable wooden tree.  In Panama it is called cocobolo.  Elsewhere is known
cocobolo prieto, funeram, granadillo, amber, namba, rosewood, black stick, urauna.  In Nicaragua they call it palosanto. 
In Colombia the most commonly used name besides caviuna is granadillo .  It belongs to the fabaceae family and its
scientific name is Dalbergia retusa .

caví
Among the Mapuche people it is a type of social organization that corresponds to lineage or family clan.  It is also called
levo, lof or lov.  They have as their highest authority a lonco or cacique. 

cavo
It means burrow, hiding place.  It can also be an inflection of digging, which means making holes, drilling, digging. 
Concave, curved shape. 

cavorca
The correct term is Caborca.  The name of a town and a city is of Sonora Mexico.  It is located in the Sonorano desert.

cavul
It is the name of a club of basketball of Lincoln, province of Buenos Aires, Argentina.  CAVUL is the acronym for Club
Atlético BA United Lincoln.  It was founded in 1950.

caxian
I think they're asking for caxlan.  If so, in Mexico means mestizo, which is product of the mixture of two different breeds. 



Mixed.

caxlan
The correct term is Caxlan.  In Mexico it means mixed.  It is also used to refer to white people of high social status and
non-Indians.  It can also mean strange, fuereño, alien, on the other hand (in Colombia Guatemala), which does not
speak my language.  Nickname of a slain evangelical preacher in Mexico called ethnic Chamula Miguel Gómez
Hernández.

caxlanes
It is the plural of caxlan.  In Mexico it means mixed.  It is also used to refer to white people of high social status and
non-Indians.  It can also mean strange, fuereño, alien, on the other hand (in Colombia Guatemala).  Nickname of a slain
evangelical preacher in Mexico called ethnic Chamula Miguel Gómez Hernández.

caxlán
Last name or nickname with which Miguel Gómez Hernández is known, an indigenous Protestant chomula.  He was
known as Miguel Caxlán.  The word Caxlán is of Mayan origin and means mixed or strange, outside.

cay
In Colombia it is the name of a Corregimiento and a Quebrada in the city of Ibagué, Department of Tolima.  Tamboién
cay in Guarani is a thiti or cappuccino monkey.  It is named after it in northern Argentina and Paraguay. 

cayacuanca
The correct term is Cayaguanca.  It is the name of a Rock, located on the border between El Salvador and Honduras. 
The term means Stone that looks at the stars.  The word originates in the name of a poor and in love indigenous warrior
who was sacrificed by a chieftain of the region. 

cayagual
It is a knot, thread or ring of fabric that women are placed on the head to be able to withstand a platter or a pitcher.  It
comes from the Nahuatl word cuayahualli, which means round to the head.  Cayahual.

cayahual
Cayahual means wheel, ring, ring, impeller, washer.  It is the same as cayagual.  It is a knot, thread or ring of fabric that
women are placed on the head to be able to withstand a platter or a pitcher.  It comes from the Nahuatl word
cuayahualli, which means round to the head.   .

cayana
It's more suitable callana.  It is a word of Mapuche origin meaning tray, bats.  It is the name of a container used by
indigenous people to roast grains.  Cayana, with and, is one of the common names of a bvecilla of the Americas, better
known as squirrel cuckoo or common squirrel cuckoo.  It feeds basically on wasps and caterpillars.  Its scientific name is
Piaya cayana and belongs to the family Cuculidae .

cayaschi
They are remains of grapes that are in a cluster after the harvest.  It is a word that is used mostly in Argentina.

cayata



It is a synonym of crutch.  I implement, usually of wood, which is used to lighten the weight on the legs.  It can also
mean support, staff, cane, bordon, crook.

cayaya
In Central America is a kind of Guacharaca or Chacharaca, a bird in the Cracidae family.  Highland Guan was also a
wound on the skin by scratching much, in Cuba is the common name of a shrub that is similar to the pepper, belonging
to the family Boraginaceae.

cayena
It is the name of the Hibiscus flower, ornamental plant of beautiful flowers, also known in Colombia as San Joaquin,
cayeno or bunch.  Its scientific name is Hibiscus rosa-sinensis.  In other countries it is known as papo, cucarda, poppy,
flower of Jamaica.  It belongs to the family Malvaceae.  It is the name of the Capital of French Guiana.  It is also a
woman's name.   Name of a plains song composed by "El Cachis" Ortegon.

cayeno
In Colombia it is one of the common names of an ornamental shrub.  It is also known as poppy, hibiscus, San Joaquin,
China Rose, cucarda.  In other countries it is known with other very different names, in Mexico for example they call it
Flower of Jamaica and in Philippines gumamela or tacorangan .  The scientific name is Hibiscus rosa-sinensis and
belongs to the family Malvaceae.

cayero
It means relative to cay.  Who lives in a cay.  It belongs to a reef or a small rocky island.

cayetana
In Colombia is a way to tell a woman that she is quiet, it is almost a threat demanding silence, which is not going to give
away to someone.  It is also a name of Latin origin woman and means the protective, strong as a rock.  It also said that
its origin comes from the adjective of the ancient Italian city of Caieta, situated a little to the North of Naples.  Its
widespread apocope is Caya.  The male variant is Cayetano and its apocope is key.

cayetana o cayetano
They're people's names.  The origin of the name, whether for men or women is Greek and means the most beautiful or
the most beautiful, as the case may be.  Colloquially it is a way of referring to a wealthy, well-dressed, refined and also
attractive person. 

cayetano
It is a male name of Latin origin.  It means the large stone (strong or solid base).  His apocope is Cayo.  In Colombia
cayetano means quiet, that it remains silent.  It also means that it comes from Gaeta, the name of a village in Italy, in the
Region of Lazio (so the original name is Gaetano). 

cayo
It's a type of marine geographical accident.  It is an island land of very small extension.  Small island .  It is usually
sandy, product of the degradation of coral reefs, surrounded by shallow beaches.

cayojo
It is the name of a river in Cuba, located in the municipality of Manatí, province of Las Tunas.



cayote
It is one of the names given in Mexico to the white pumpkin.  It's kind of open-ended.  It is also called chayote.  It is a
plant of the Cucurbitaceae family. 

cayubro
It is an adjective meaning blonde, red, red.  There is the word cuyabro, which means born in Armenia, Quindío in
Colombia.

cayuca
It is a term used in Cuba which means head.  Porra, cacumen, testa, noddle, coconut, testuz, mind, brain, trial, start,
Chief, director, upper.

cayuco
In Colombia in a canoe small and thin, also told the Eastern Plains curiara.

cayuelo
It means small Cay. Somewhat derogatory term to refer to a small Cay.  The name of a holiday ecological Center in
Cuba, located in the municipality of Pedro Ballester ( also called January 1 is ). The Cayuelos is the name of a national
monument of Cuba, site of the landing of the Granma.

cayume
It is one of the common names of a marine turtle.  Also receives the names of loggerhead sea turtle, loggerhead turtle. 
Its scientific name is Caretta caretta and belongs to the family Cheloniidae.  ,

caza
Proceeds of hunting.  Dam.  Activity performed by the hunter.  Hunting, mountaining.  Activity consisting of searching,
chasing and capturing or killing wild animals.  Whipped.  Inflection hunting.  It means beating, en fendting, catching,
besatching, capturing, apprehending.

cazabobos
It is a type of trap or lure.  Trap used by the guerrillas to injure or kill soldiers. 

cazador
In Colombia, a Hunter is the person who is engaged in the hunt.  A person who likes killing animals of Mount.  A person
who installs traps on the mountain to catch wild animals.  It is also a person that dedicates live others, news or animal
lurking.  That it pursues and captures.

cazadora
In Colombia, it is a harmless snake that usually consumes mice and small lizards.  Culebra.  Its scientific name is
Spilotes pullatus and belongs to the family Colubridae.  Also called flying, chichicua, pasacaminos, toche, Tiger snake.  
It is also a kind of jacket or sucks, usually of leather used by pilots and by the bikers.  Today is used widely for its
convenience, also called perfect or biker.  Its use as a symbol of rebellion is considered and protest.  A woman who is
dedicated to hunting, follower of Diana.

cazamanza



It is the name of a river in Portugal.

cazanazis
Secret agents of the Allied countries who were engaged in the search, identify and catch Nazis. 

cazolón
It is a casserole or large paila.  Augmentative of casserole.

cazona
The correct term is casna con s.  It's a house-derived word.  It means very big house.

cazón
It is one of the common names that receives a kind of shark.  It belongs to the genus Rhizoprionodon and the family
Carcharhinidae .  It is also called dry cleaner, sardinian, jaquetón, snout, lamia or tollo.  Some of its species go back by
rivers.

cazuelear
It is a derogatory way in Colombia to refer to domestic trades and especially to prepare food.  Kitchen trades.  Stew,
cook. 

cazueleja
It is a derogatory way to call a tin pot.  Pan or tray of regular quality.  It is also a Mexican holiday bread, made with eggs,
cheese, wheat flour, baking powder and butter.  Usually it explodes above the oven heat and consumed mostly in first
communions.

cazuro
The correct term, used in Spain, is taciturn.  It means clumsy, lerdo, rough, coarse, vulgar, ignorant.

cáfila
It means peat, troll, horde, crew, caterva.  Aggressive and messy group of people.

cálamo
It means cane, cannula, feather.  Bottom and hollow of a feather.  Pen to write (natural or artificial ) . 

cálida
In Colombia it means warm, comfortable, nice, pleasant, friendly, warm.

cálidos
It means cozy, nice, friendly.  It may refer to environments or people.  Plural of warm.  High or moderate temperature. 
Tropical, hot, huggers.

cáliz
It is the part of the flower that make up the sepals.  Outer whorl of a flower.  Sacred or liturgical vessel.  It is synonymous



with Cup, chalice, Grail, glass.

cállate
It's a bend to shut up.  It means silencing.

cállese
It's a call-up inflection ( Imperative Mode).  It means mute, mute, hide.

cálpide
It was a kind of jar, pitcher or vase of the ancient Greece.  Used stop storing water.  Usually it was ceramic and
decorated with bright drawings.  It was also called Kalpis or calpis.

cámara
In Colombia is a legislative body composed of representatives, comprising together with senators in Congress.  Before
even was called upper-House Senate.  They are popularly elected.  It is the main room of a House.  Optical element that
is used to capture images (photographic, film, Tv).  Enclosure for cooling, also called fresquera.  Parties that divides the
prow of a boat to accommodate official.  Name of an Antarctic Base of Argentina.

cámbulo
Colombia is one of the common names of a tree in the Fabaceae family.  Also referred to as bucare ceibo, pisamo and
cachingo.  Its scientific name is Erythrina poeppigiana.

cámpora
It is a surname of Italian origin.  It is of noble origin (Counts of Pezzana).  It is abundant in Genoa, Naples and Palermo. 
Last name of a former president of Argentina, named Héctor José Cámpora.

cáncer
A disease that has many nuances and can attack different parts of the body.  It is characterized by the formation of
malignant tissue.  It is one of the constellations (crab).  It is a sign of the Zodiac (born between June 21 and July 22).  It
is the Tropic of the globe of the northern hemisphere (imaginary line bordering the North tropical zone).  In latin it means
crab.

cándalo
It is one of the common names given to the mastranto, applemint, horehound or matapulgas.  Its scientific name is
Mentha suaveolens and belongs to the family Lamiaceae.  It is a very fragrant plant, which can be toxic and
abortifacient.  It has medicinal uses in menstruation problems.

cándida
A person who is naive, simple and lacks malice.  Innocent, tired, gullible, incauta.  It can also mean white, snow color.

cándido
It means simple, without malice, naïve, innocent, unwary.  It also means white, snow color, immaculate.  Male name of
Latin origin and means white, immaculate.  No stain. 



cántaro
It is a vessel that is used to load water.  It is usually made of mud.  Vessel, vessel, vase, jug, botijo. 

cáparra
It was the name of a Roman city in the Province of Lusitania.  It was located the North of present-day Extremadura, in
the valley of the Alagón River.  It was alsoñamada Capasa, Capera or Capara.

cápsula
In botany, it is a type of indehiscent nut, coated by a layer.  It is usually spherical and has several seeds.  It is formed
from a supero ovary.  It is a type of soluble wrapper in which some medications are supplied.  It can also be a type of
small spacecraft that is used for re-entry to Earth. 

cárabo
It is a variety of medium-sized and somewhat plump European owl.  Its scientific name is Strix aluco and belongs to the
family Strigidae.  

cárcamos
It is the plural of carcamo.  It means hollow mill, ditch, pit.  In Colombia are two parallel triangular constructions that
allow a vehicle to check it below.  Equally is a hole or crack, to which is lowered by steps or stairs, which also allows to
check a vehicle below.  It can also be a rain water collector.  Kind of hydraulic works.  Cárcamo is the name of a town in
the Basque country (in Euskera is Karkamu).  Not be confused with ring is an eye bolt, hook, hook, Jack or ring.

cárcava
You mean ditch, ditch.  Crack or large wound on the ground, caused by erosion and runoff waters. 

cárdenas
It is a common surname in Latin America. It is the name of a street or important avenue of Matanzas, Cuba. Lázaro
Cárdenas was a General of the Mexican Revolution.

cárdeno
It means pale, faded, whitish, livid.  It can also mean purple, bluish or amortised.

cárnicas
Concerning meat and sausages of meat.  Industry which is complemented by the livestock for processing, packaging
and distribution of meat and its derivatives.

cárnix
It is the same as war horn or trumpet of war.  It is also called Gallic carnix.  a trumpet played to announce an attack and
frighten the enemy.

cáspica
It is an exclamation that shows strangeness, surprise, admiration.  It was widely used by Robin, Batman's eternal
companion.  It has a similar meaning to gee.



cátaro
Follower of a heretical sect that succeeded the Paulicians and the Bogomilos in Europe in the eleventh, twelfth and
twelfth centuries.   The word of Greek origin and medieval Latin, means pure (derives from Cathari). 

cátedra
Armchair where a bishop sits and imparts authority.  Employment or trade performed by the professor.  Particular
subject taught by the teacher or professor.  Empower where a specific subject is taught.  Teaching. 

cátodo
Polar opposite to the anode (   ).  The cathode is the negative pole; 40 - ) a battery or a battery.  The cathode is the pole
that move anions of a dissolution.

cáucamo
I think they may be asking about Caucano, without tilde and with n.  If so, it is the gentile of people born in the
department of Cauca in Colombia.

cáucaso
It is the name of a Region, bordered between Europe and Asia.  It is located between the Caspian Sea and the Black
Sea.  Name of a Mountain Range in that same region.  In Greek mythology, Kause was the name of a shepherd who
was killed by Cronos.

cáustico
It means that it burns and destroys tissues.  Burning or corrosive .  That affects or hurts notoriously.  It can also mean
aggressive, biting, ironic, stinging, satirical. 

cávidos
It is a family of rodents of varied size, some quite large.  Characterized by large and rectangular, head almost seems
disproportionate to the size of the body.  They have very small tail or lack entirely on it.  Curiously, in the front legs have
of four fingers and in the rear just three.  The technical name of the family is Cavidae and its Chief Representative is the
capybara, capybara, capybara, capybara, I lancho or pork manao.  Its scientific name is Hydrochoerus hydrochaeris. 
Also belong the guinea pigs, cuis or curies, the maras and the snot.

cbd
In Brazil it was the acronym of the Confederação Brasileira de Desportos (Brazilian Confederation of Sports), an official
entity that disappeared in 1979.  Currently there is the CBF or Brazilian Football Confederation (Confederação Brasileira
de Futebol).  It is also short for an oil extracted from cannabis, marijuana or hemp.  Its name is Cannabidiol and it is a
non-psychoactive chemical component. 

cdmx
The right thing is CDMX. It is the abbreviation used for city of Mexico.

cearina
Creamy base used as an excipient in ointments and ointments.  It is prepared with wax, liquid paraffin and ozocheite or
ceresin. 



cebolla ebro
It is the name of a Spanish onion with Protected Designation of Origin.  It is produced in Fuentes del Ebro, Zaragoza,
Spain.  It is a white onion, good size and almost spherical in shape.

cebollatí
It is the name of a river and a town of Uruguay in the Rocha Department.  Cebollatí River flows into the Lake Merin. 
White onion.

cebollita
It is a diminutive of onion.  It is a type of pickle that their ingredient are small onions, pickled.  Nickname or alias giving to
children or children in Argentina.  Onions was the name of the playground equipment from the slums where Maradona
was started.  Cebolita is the nickname of some players of football, as Cristian Rodríguez (Penarol of Uruguay), Carlos
Alberto Giraldo Quiroga (Deportivo Pasto Colombia) and a Peruvian musician of Spanish Ramón Juan Wong Giraldo
(percussionist).  Type of hairstyle, especially in women's medium hair, collected over the head with a bamba or cuerdita
elastic.  Doll (toy), having collected the hair on the Crown.

cebra
Type of pedestrian passage or path that is characterized by being made up of several parallel thick stripes.  Common
name of three species of equidae endemic to Africa: Equus grevyi (royal zebra), Equus quagga (plain zebra, savannah
zebra or common zebra) and Equus zebra (mountain zebra), Common name given to an ornamental plant, bromeliad
species, whose scientific name is Aechmea chantinii.  It belongs to the Bromeliaceae family.  It is also known as chantini
or Amazon striped bromeliad.  

cebre
It is a word of the Catalan language that means to perceive.  It can also be used to mean in Spanish, hard, tough,
stubborn, tenacious, stubborn, capricious, difficult. 

cebreros
People who engage in poaching of the zebras.  It is the name of a town and a Spanish municipality in the province of
Ávila.  Also town close to Madrid, in Spain.  .

ceburro
It is a hybrid equido animal, which is obtained from zebra crossing with donkey.  It is also often called zebras or cebroid. 

cebúes
There are a few breeds of cattle, who are descendants of the subspecies Uro of the India.  They have as main features
horns short or absent, long and drooping ears, a pronunciation on the shoulder hump and a large dewlap.  Scientific
name, Bos primigenius indicus, family Bovidae.

ceca
Place or place where coins are minted.  Manufacture of cospeles and coins.  By extension place nearby and known .

cecilia
It is a woman's name of Latin origin.  It means cieguita or cieguecilla , diminutive of blind .  It was the stage name of a
Spanish singer-songwriter, whose real name is Evangelina Sobredo Galanes.  He died very young in a car accident. 
Stage name of Chilean singer-songwriter, whose real name is Mireya Cecilia Ramona Pantoja Levi.  She is also called



Cecilia the Incomparable.  In Zoology it is the name of an amphibian apod very similar to the earthworm but of giant
dimensions.  It feeds basically on insects and are popularly called blind snakes.  They belong to the Order
Gymnophiona.  It is also one of the names used for an asteroid (2039), which is also named Payne-Gaposchkin, and
which was dedicated to the American astronomer and astrophysicist Cecilia Helena Payne-Gaposchkin. 

cecinar
It is a term used in southern Colombia and Ecuador.  It means cutting the meat in very thin slices or slices.  Cut the meat
into jerky (thin slices). 

cedazo
In Colombia it is the same as colander, sieve, shale, screen or sieve.  Bit of kitchen used to separate solids from liquids.

cedazos
Plural of cedazo .  In Colombia it means sieve, strainer, cernidor, cernedor, zaranda, criba, harnero, filter. 

cedeño
Cedeño is a surname of Spanish origin.  It is the name of two municipalities in Venezuela, one of the State of Monagas
and the other of the State of Bolivar.  In Colombia it is the name of a Corregimiento of the municipality of Yarumal,
Department of Antioquia.  Last name of two very important Venezuelan servicemen, one Procer de la Independencia
(Manuel Cedeño) and a leader of the Refining Revolution (José Gregorio Cedeño).

cedé
It's an inflection, of giving in in imperative mode.  It means transfer, deliver, transfer or also allow, consent, access,
compromise.   ( An additional meaning is to diminish, decrease, mitigate, attenuate). 

cedi
It is the name of the current currency used in Ghana.  Equivalent to 100 pesewas.

cedoaria
In Botany it is the name of a plant and a medicinal root of the family Zingiberaceae and the genus Curcuma.  It has
properties very similar to turmeric or saffron. 

cedral
Cedral is the name given to a forest that has Cedar trees.  In Colombia there is a great variety of Cedars among them
Walnut Cedar (Juglans neotropica), Pink Cedar (Cedrella montana) and Yellow Cedar (Pseudosamanea guachapele). 
They are very fine wood trees.  Cedrerío . 

cedrales
They are sites where you can find the Cedars. Cedar is a very fine wood tree. Its scientific name if refers to the Cedar
height or cold weather Cedrella montana, if talking about Cedar is Cedrella odorata. All belong to the family Meliaceae
and are deciduous trees ( they lose their leaves seasonally - changing foliage ).

cedrerío
Cedrerío is the name given to a forest that has cedar trees.  In Colombia there is a great variety of Cedars among them:
Cedro Nogal ( Juglans neotropica ) , Pink Cedar ( Cedrella montana ) and Yellow Cedar ( Pseudosamanea guachapele



).  They are very fine wood trees.  It is the same as cedral. 

cedronela
It is the Spanishization of the term Cedronella, with double l .  It means lemon-scented.  It derives from the word
citronella in the Italian language.  It is the name of a botanical genus belonging to the family Lamiaceae.  It has a single
species (monotypic), scientifically called Cedronella canariensis.  It receives the common names of algaritofe, garitopa,
alcanfor de Canarias, algaritofe de Canarias, melisa de Canarias, net of the Canary Islands.  It is found in Azores, the
Canary Islands, Cape Verde, Madeira and the Wild Islands ( Macaronesia).

cedróleo
It is the name given to the oil that is extracted from the oaks.  Oak resin.  It is a chemical of natural origin and has
cosmetic, industrial and medicinal uses. 

ceelatha
Celathra is also accepted.  It was the name of an ancient village in Central Greece.  It was between Teuma, Acarra and
Xyniae ( Ezeros).  It was close to Mount Othrys (Volcano).

cefalaspis
Castellanization of the term Cephalspis .  It means head armored or protected by a scab or shell.  Protected with armor. 
It was the genus of fossil fish they were also called Ostracodermos.

cefalea
It means headache, usually very strong and recurrent.  Severe and persistent headache. 

cefalemia
It's a medical term.  It means congestion in the head, brain congestion.

cefalepo
It means with a cup on the head (tuft or down).  It is the name of a genus of hummingbirds that are characterized by
having a cup, bun or plume on the head.  They belong to the Trochilidae family.  They are only found in southern Brazil.

cefalorraquidea
It means it refers to the brain and spinal cord.  Cerebrospinal.  Nervous System Area. 

cefaloscopia
It means examination or analysis of the brain and brain, or simply of the head.  It is used to determine the patient's IQ or
mental faculties.

cefalotripsia
In Medicine it is an operation in which cephalotribo is used.  It consists of mechanically pressing or crushing the head of
a fetus in order to remove it from the uterus.

cefas
It is an ancient Greek word meaning stone, rock.  Pedro.  The name Jesus gave to Simon Peter (apostle), son of John. 



cefeo
In Greek mythology he was Andromeda's father.  He was the son of Belo and grandson of Poseidon.  Casiopea's
husband.  Name of a king of Tegea.  He was the son of King Aleo of Arcadia and Neera.  Name of a son of Licurgo . 
Name of a Constellation . 

cefiros
Cefiro, Cefiros or Zefiros, was in Greek mythology the God of the winds of the West, the trade winds. Wind fructificador,
Messenger of spring. Light winds.

cegado
It is a blind bend.  It means leave blind, blind, dazzle, dazzle.  It is also clog, clog, close, confused.

cegarle
Turning of blind. Means letting blind someone, remove the sense of sight, can be temporary or permanently. Dazzling,
blind you. It also means enthralled, Captivate, fall in love, darken.

ceiba insignis
It is the scientific name of large dimensions and deciduous foliage.  It belongs to the family Malvaceae and the genus
Ceiba.  It receives many common names, according to each region.  Common names include : Bottle stick, wool tree,
silk tree, bottle tree, belly, drunk, white drunk, chorisia, yuchán, yuchán, cotton, belly stick, painera tree, current painera,
painero, comb, toborochi, white toborochi, silk paina, Brazil ceiba, kapok.  It is endemic to Peru and Bolivia. 

ceibal
It can mean place populated by ceibas, a leafy tree.  Name of an ancient Mayan village and archaeological site of the
same area.  It belongs to the Department of Petén in Guatemala. 

ceica
CEICA is incorrectly written and should be written as CEICA 8es an acronym ).  being its meaning: the correct term is
CEICA, as it is an acronym that is Ecumenical Commission of Christian churches in the Argentina.

ceix
ceyx is incorrectly written and should be written as "40 Ceyx; or" Ceice ). "being its meaning:"<br>Ceyx or Ceice was a
King of Trachis, son-in-law of Eolo God of the winds, to marry his daughter Alcione, with whom he had 2 children:
Hippasus and lint.

ceja
In Colombia is the Summit of a mountain, the top of the mountain or mountain range.  Top, Summit.  The eyebrow is a
municipality in the Department of Antioquia in Colombia.  In Anastomia, Arch supercilii is on top of the eyes.  Landform
in Albacete, Spain.  Area close to El Alto (Bolivia).  EYEBROW is also the acronym of the Centre for legal studies of the
Americas.  Last name in Mexico.  Jackeline eyebrow Romero is a Mexican Botany.  Top part of a wall or a wall.

cejar
Cease to say back, ceder, recoil, retrace, walking backwards, ciar.  Loosen, slip, surrender, surrender.

cejo



A cejo is a cloud or curtain of water that you can see in the distance ( 41 distant rain.  It is an inflection of cejar.  It
means BACKSPACE, ceder, ciar, take back, recoil.

cejon
The correct term is eyebrow.  It means of large eyebrows, of populated eyebrows. 

cejón
It means of populated eyebrows, of wide or large eyebrows. 

celaje
Furrowing sky very wispy clouds.  In Colombia we use it synonymously with shadow, I hint, hint, hint, Ghost, printing,
feeling, silver lining.

celajes
Plural of celage .   It means relative to heaven.  Set of dim clouds in the sky.  usually of different colors.  It can also be
related to jealousy.  Skylights of a roof.  Something that is displayed but not completely, which is displayed at times. 
Shadows, flashes.   hints, oozes, glimpses, ghosts, impressions, sensations, cracks.

celal
It is a male name of Turkish origin.  It can mean fury, anger, revenge or also modest.  Name of a former president of
Turkey whose full name was Mahmut Celal Bayar . 

celastrales
It is the name of a Plant Order, which is composed of 3 plant families : Celastraceae , Parnassiaceae and
Lepidobotryaceae .  They can also be called Brexies or Parnassials.

celaya
Celaya is incorrectly written and should be written as "Celaya ( It is 41 name;. "being its meaning:"<br>Maiden name of
Spanish poet named Rafael Gabriel Mugica Celaya ( Gabriel Celaya pseudonym ).  Among other works: the rest is
silence, urgent poetry. City of Guanajuato, Mexico and the Los Cajeteros, Los Toros nicknamed City Soccer Club.  They
currently play in the rise.

celebraciones
It means demonstrations of joy, revelry, commemoration, celebration, remembrance, remembrance.  An act that is
carried out in order to celebrate, praise or honor something or someone.

celebración
It means revelry, joy, joyful gathering of friends or family where there is food, dancing and liquor.  Fun, rejoicing,
partying. 

celebrar
To commemorate with joy a special feast.  It is a word used colloquially in Colombia, which means to be partying,
foforro, festejo, pachanga, rumba, dance.  Revelry. 



celena
Name of a Colombian youth singer.  Woman's name of Greek origin and means moon, or the one in the sky, also means
night light or the one that shines in the oscuirdad (or night).  Celene or Selena variants.

celeno
It means dark.  In Greek mythology it was the name of one of the Harpy, added by the Romans.  It was also called
Celaeno.  She was the daughter of the titan Atlas and the oceanic Pleyone.  In other cases she is listed as the daughter
of Electra and Taumante.  She was the mother of Lychus, Nicteus, and Euphemus, whom she had with Poseidon.  In
astronomy it is the name of a star, which is also called 16 Tauri or HR1140.  It belongs to the Constellation of Taurus
and is located in the open cluster of the Pleiades.  This is also why it is called the Lost Pleiade. 

celeste
It is a name of woman of Latin origin and means that it comes from the heavens.  Sky Variant .  Name of a soap opera
with versions in several Spanish-speaking countries.

celestes
It means light blue.  Nickname of the selected Uruguayans in any sport.  Relating to the sky or the color of the sky. 
Uruguayans, Charrúa.

celestina
In Botany Celestina is the name of two different plants.  The first is Jasminum fruticans, which is a shrub known as
jasmine wild, oil or bojecillo.  It abounds in Spain as understory of Oaks, it belongs to the family Oleaceae.   The other is
the Achillea millefolium which is a herbaceous plant known as Yarrow, cientoenrama, poor mattress, maquilea, belongs
to the family Asteraceae.

celeutea
It means Protector of roads, travelers or travel.  It refers to one of the virtues of Athena, in the mythology of Ancient
Greece.  This name was most commonly used in Sparta.

celia
It is a woman's name of Latin origin.  It means the one that was born in Celio, one of the 7 hills of Rome.  Name of a
famous Cuban singer, named Celi Cruz. 

celiaquía
In medicine, also called celiac disease.  It is an autoimmune condition that damages the lining of the small intestine. 
This damage comes from a reaction to gluten ingestion

celio
It is a male name of Latin origin.  It refers to the one that is native to one of the 7 hills of Rome.  Celia (female) and
Celiar variants.  In Colombia we say Celio to someone very calm, carefree or quiet. 

celita
It is a chemical compound that is also called Tricalcium Aluminate.  It is one of the main components of cement. 
Diminutive and familiar way of calling Celia.



cella
It is the name of a Spanish municipality in the Province of Teruel (Aragón).  In this place was made one of the first
transfers of basins, by means of an aqueduct.  In Architecture is the same as naos, which is an interior chamber of a
temple (nave).

celo
It means estro, period of ovulation and copulation between animals.  It also means eagerness, interest, care, care. 
Another admitted meaning is envy, suspicion, appetite, desire, greed, rivalry.

celogenio
In Italian it is a way to call the paca, lapa, guartinaja or guagua.  It is a medium-sized South American rodent mammal. 
They belong to the family Cuniculidae.

celoma
In Zoology it is the same as hemocele.  It is a hemolymph-filled cavity found in arthropods and mollusks.  Cavity not
lined with peritoneum filled with blood or hemolymph characteristic of many invertebrates. 

celos
It is the feeling experienced by a person, when you believe or suspect that your loved one betrays him or are wanting
someone else.  Distrust, suspicion, insecurity, insecurity, suspicion towards.

celoseda
It is a slang way of saying that it is moderate jealous, controlling jealousy.

celota
You can also use zelota or zelote.  It is the name given to a practicing Orthodox Jew.  Very rigid Jew.  A nickname jesus
imposed on one of his apostles (Simon). 

celotex
It is the name of a clomerated, compactable wood fiber.  It is used as a cimbra and produced by a company of the same
name.  Name of a naturally occurring thermal insulator.

celotipia
It means sick jealousy.  Passion that arouse jealousy.  It is also considered as an envy taken to the extreme. 

celta
Name of an Indo-European people who occupied Western Europe and who developed their culture in the British Isles,
the western half of present-day France and in the northwest of the Iberian Peninsula.  Name of a Spanish football team
that is based in the city of Vigo. 

celtina
It is the name of a butterfly of yellow and black spots.  It belongs to the family Ithomiidae and its scientific name is
Dircenna dero .  It is found in the Americas from Mexico to Argentina.  Name of a piece of music performed by Alain
Barriere.



celular
Mobile phone .  Portable phone.  It also means relative to the cell.

celumóvil
It is one of the ways to call a mobile, mobile phone or cell phone.  In Colombia it was also the name of the first company
to provide the cellular service. 

celuta
Name of a character in the novel René, by François-René de Chateaubriand.  It is the name of an asteroid 186. 

cemino
In Argentina it is a surname of Italian origin.  Last name of a former director of the Instituto de Córdoba team, named
Santiago Cemino.

cemí
In Taína or Arahuaca culture means spirit, deity.  He could also be the idol who represents them. 

cemos
cemos is incorrectly written and should be written as "40 CEMOS; is an acronym )" being its meaning:<br>CEMOS is an
acronym of the Centre of studies of the labour movement and Socialist, Mexico D.F.

cempsios
In ancient times it was a port and a village in Spain, which welcomed and supported the Carthaginians.  They were allies
of the Cuneos and presume damp ensued.

cena
Food eaten during the night.  Dinner inflection, which means eating, eating food during the evening.  Night meeting of
people for any type of celebration and in which food is ingested. 

cenagal
It means place where there are swamps.  Site or location where the silt, pond.  Pantanero bog, quagmire, barrial,
quagmire has, quagmire, enterradero.

cenagoso
It means soil or terrain saturated with water, swampy, watery, watery.  Where silt or mud abounds.  It is made up of
swamps. 

cenas
It is an inflection of dinner.  It means eat, consume the food ration of the night.

cenceño
It means that it is very skinny, skinny or thin.  You can refer to a person, animal, plant (especially lianas or vines) and up
to things (a wire).



cendales
Plural of Cendal, which is a very fine and transparent silk fabric.  Fine and transparent veil.  Fine linen.  You can also
use Sendal, sandal or sandal.  In Colombia it is a surname of Spanish origin.

cendrocitta
The correct term is Dendocitta.   It means magpie of the trees.  It is the name of a genus of birds belonging to the family
Corvidae.  They are typical of Southeast Asia, Sumatra and Borneo.

cenefa
Strips of colours that are placed on the kerbs of blouses.  Ribbon trim at the top of a wall, can be ceramic, colored paper
or a painted stripe.  In Colombia you mean edge, edging, selvedge, list, fringe, strip, auction, iliotibial, rebordete, kerb.

cenefovia
cenefovia is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Xenophobia" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is
xenophobia, which means hatred or phobia to loa foreigners. It is a form of nationalism very poorly interpreted.

cenefovia
cenefovia is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Xenophobia" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is
xenophobia, which means hatred or phobia to loa foreigners. It is a form of nationalism very poorly interpreted.

ceneque
It means small bread, muffin, piece of bread.  It can be considered synonymous with beggar.

cenestesia
It is the set of sensations that every person has about their internal organs, their functioning and that indicate the
general state of health. 

cenete
Marquisate granted by the Catholic Monarchs to Rodrígo Díaz de Vivar y Mendoza.  Marquisate based in Valencia and
Breda until Nassau died.  It belongs to the Berber tribe Zeneta. 

ceniciento
It means that it is gray, that it is the color of ash (ash-colored).  It has the appearance of ash.  It also means that it is
pale. 

cenizarios
Small URNs in which ashes are stored.

cenizo
It means gray.  It is also the name of a small shrub in Colombia.  Its scientific name is Achyrocline bogotensis and it is of
the family Asteraceae.  They also call several plants of the genera Abarema and Adenocarpus of the Fabaceae family
and others of the genus Chenopodium and the family Chenopodiaceae.  Cenizo was the nickname of Jorge Amado
Nunes for the color of his hair.



cenobita
Living in isolation, alone or in retirement.  Who lives in a monastery or a convent.  It means hermit, hermit, anacoreta,
monk, penitent, cenobita. 

cenotafio
It is a type of funerary construction or tomb in honor of an illustrious deceased and in which no remains are generally
found.  Funerary monument . 

cenotafios
Cenotaph plural .  It means empty tomb or funeral monument erected in the name of someone deceased.  Empty crypt.

cenote
A reservoir of spring water, found in the Mexican state of Yucatan and other parts of the Americas, usually at some
depth and underground. 

cenoyo de mar
It is one of the common names of a plant, common on the Asturian coasts.  It is also known as dog nail, sea parsley, sea
crest or sea fennel.  Its scientific name is Crithmum maritimum and belongs to the family Umbelliferae.

censo
System of survey or query used to know that population exists in a territory and what are their living conditions. 
Registration, survey, list, list, register, registration, relationship, inventory, cadastre.

censura
It is the action of deleting or modifying something that is intended for the public, in accordance with the rules previously
established.  It means qualms, reproach, objection, criticism, diatribe, detraction.  It can also mean murmuring, opinion,
judgment.

censurada
It means forbidden, condemned, criticized, rebuked.  It is a inflection to censor, which means to fail, to condemn, to
criticize, to prohibit. 

censuras
It is an inflection of censor.  Means to correct, delete, expunge, amend, ban, criticize, condemn, blame, admonish,
whisper.

centauro
In Greek Mythology it was a fabulous being that had the body of a horse but also a trunk and a human head.  It is a way
of calling a rider, person who rides a horse, horseman.  Charro , gentleman , jockey . 

centauros
Plural of centaur .  It means riders, knights, chalanes, people who ride horses. 

centaurus



It's a Latin word meaning Centaur.  It may refer to the Constellation, one of its stars or to being mythological (a horse
with a trunk and human head). 

centavera
In Ecuador it means a conformist person, who settles for minutiae or small things.  Scars or coins, small wallet to store
coins or simple money.  Also in Ecuador, centavera or centaveria is a small corral where you have pets for sale and that
generate small income.

centavería
Relationship to handle money only with low-denomination coins, pennies or cents (the currency of lower circulation in
Colombia is 50 pesos).  In Ecuador it means corral, barn, stable, fold, fold.

centella
In Colombia we use the word spark as an adjective to say fast, quick, swift.  Shooting star, lightning, lightning, Meteor,
spark.  It also means that it shines, bright, shining.

centenares
Plural of hundred.  It means many, too many, too many.  Which are counted by hundreds. 

centenario
It means it's 100 years old.  Hundred-year cycle.  Period of time equivalent to one century or one hundred years.  By
very old extension, very old, more than 100 years old, more than a century.   .  Name of a park and a neighborhood of
Ibagué.  Name of a Montevideo Stadium, uruguay.  Name of the Armenian Stadium, in Colombia. 

centeno
It is the name of a grass plant and a grain used in feed.  The scientific name is Secale cereale and belongs to the family
Poaceae.  In Colombia is a surname of Spanish origin.  It is also the name of locations in Cuba and Argentina.  It is used
for making flour and bread.

centenos
They are very close to the barley grass plants.  It is grown for grain and livestock fodder.  This cereal is fermented to
make spirits such as vodka, brandy and beer.  Its scientific name is Secale cereale is the family Poaceae.  Flour for food
are also extracted from rye.

centén
The centen or centen Segovia is an ancient currency that was equivalent to 100 escudos.  Only seven in 1609 were
coined and the largest and most valuable of the world currency is considered.

centénica
It means relative to the centenary or that to the 100 years.  That completes a century.  Centennial. 

centésima
Means that in the order of arrival is the number one hundred ( 100 ° 41.  Also means that it is a part in a total of one
hundred ( 1/100 or 0, 01 ).



centésimo
It is synonymous with penny.

centiare
It is not the Spanish but Portuguese word.  A land measure amounting to one square meter (m2) is or a hundredth part
of a region.  Its abbreviation is ca.  In Spanish there is the term centiarea, which is the hundredth part of a region, but we
use more square meter.

centli
In the Nahuatl language, Centli means COB dried and cured, usually reserved as a corn seed.

central
In Colombia we say central to a power station.  It means that it is located in the middle part of a territory, in the Centre, it
stands for basic, essential, fundamental capital, headquarters, polo, cradle, base, headquarters, headquarters.

centricas
The correct term is central, with tilde.  Plural of central .  It means they're in the center.  Central.  It can mean urban,
citizen, frequented, crowded.

centros de carga mantenimiento
It is the area of a factory or a warehouse where repairs are made to teams of upload and download.

cenurosis
It is the name of a disease that affects sheep and goats.  it is caused by juvenile or larval states of the tapeworm.  It can
affect man.  It is also called cysticercosis or coenurosis.  It can also affect many other animals such as dog and pig. 

cenutrio
It means a clumsy and slow person to understand things.  Of little intelligence.  Senile, red, bobo, zoquete. 

cenza
Cenza is the name of a river in the Province of Ourense in Spain.  It is also the name of a dam or reservoir and a
swamp.

cenzontle
It's a way to call a songbird in Mexico.  It is well known as sinsonte, has a very melodious song and can imitate many
very different sounds.  Its scientific name is Mimus polyglottos and belongs to the Mimidae family.

ceñidores
Plural of girdle .  It means bra, bra, adjuster, bra, bodice.  Female inner piece used to protect and adjust the bodice. 

ceñirse
It means set is adjusted or tight.  It means adjust, limited, comply, conform.



ceño
You mean frown, space between the eyebrows.  It also means wrinkle, signal, mohin, gesture, grin.  In cavalry is a ring
or clamp, belt or girdle.  It is the aspect of the face or complexion.

ceñudo
It means that he has a serious face.  You have a frown or wrinkle.  Stern, serious, severe, rigid.  It also means sullen,
gloomy, disgusted, worried. 

cepa
It means root origin, cradle.  Where it comes from.  Race, lineage, trunk.  Part of the trunk that is underground and joins
with the root. 

cepedano
It means follower of Cepeda, admirer of Cepeda.  Concerning Cepeda. 

cepillar
In Colombia you mean massage with a brush or clean something with a brush.  Use the jointer plane, the brush, the
brush or the cerdamen.  Also in colloquial way it means praise, praise, praise, flatter, lisonjar, praise.

cepillo
It is a toiletry element that has a wooden or plastic base and has many bristles or hairs, which in turn can be made of
many different materials (hair, bristle, wire, plastic).  .  There are many kinds and to fulfill different functions (toothbrush,
brush to clean the floor and even brush to polish wood. 

cepo
In Colombia, is a device invented by entities in transit to immobilise a badly parked vehicle.  Ancestral indigenous utensil
made of wood, to handcuff an inmate to a deserving person's punishment.  Torture indigenous to instantiate.

cepo colombiano
It is the name given to a device invented by transit authorities to immobilize vehicles.

ceprenar
It is the Act of wearing the cepren.  The cepren is a lever.  Use a lever to move something heavy.

cerato
In medicine it is a pharmaceutical preparation that is based on a mixture of wax and oil.  Unlike the ointment it has no
resins.  It is used in Ayurvedic or naturopathic medicine.  Ceratostigma .  In botany it is one of the common names of a
plant in the family Plumbaginaceae.  It is also a genus of plants in this family and are called plumbagos.  They are
herbaceous of medicinal uses. 

ceratolita
It is a kind of petrified fossil mollusc that had form of Horn.

ceratophora



It means with short sepals.  It's a certain kind of flower.  It is also a genus of lizards that have a small leathery scale
above the mouth, which allows them to rummage for food.  They belong to the Agamidae family.

ceratopipra
It is a genus of birds comprising the manaquines of horns.  They are also referred to as jumping copetones, copetones
or copetones manaquines.  The word is Latin and is formed from the roots keratos (horn) and pripa (manaqui).  They are
birds of the Neotropics (most are between Panama and Brazil).

ceratosauro
To say dinosaur or saury with Horn.  Technically called Ceratosaurus.  It was the name of a reptile from the Jurassic
period.  I had the bones of the pelvis together.

ceratotherium
It means rhino beast, or beast with horn on the nose.  It is the genus of the white rhino.  belongs to the Rhinocerotidae
family.

ceraunofobia
It is the exaggerated fear of lightning and thunder.  Fear of ceramic events (lightning, lightning, thunder). 

ceraunofobias
It is the fear or terror of lightning or thunder.  Fear of lightning or thunderstorms.  Fear of ceramic phenomena. 

ceraunófono
It is a device that measures the intensity of the noise caused by a thunder.  It comes from the root Greek kheraunis
(lightning, Thunder) and phonos (noise, sound).

cerámica
It is the art of making vessels and other objects with clay that is subjected to heat.  With this method you can obtain
earthenware, terracotta objects and porcelains.  Furnaces reaching about 900 degrees of temperature are required. 

cerámico
relating to ceramics .  It means that it is made of a material made up of metallic or non-metallic inorganic solids that has
been manufactured by heat treatment at high temperatures. 

cerátites
The correct term is Ceratites, without accent.  It is a kind of mollusk fossil, possessed shells or shells and had a
horseshoe shape.  Kind of ammonites.

cerbatana
It is a weapon used by the indigenous peoples consisting of a tube or Canute, which are thrown darts or arrows
poisoned, driven by the mouth.  Used for hunting birds and small mammals.  Bodoquera.

cerberus
It means demon of the hole.  Mythical three-headed dog that guarded the entrance of the winter, hell or underworld. 



Can Cerberus .  It is also the name of a protein found in tadpoles and the name of a genus of snakes in the family
Homalopsidae.

cercenado
Inflection of cutting , which means cutting, mutilating, amputating, slicing, trimming, reducing.  It means amputated,
mutilated, cut, sliced. 

cercenar
It is the action of cut or amputate one end of something.  It is deleting a point or an end, cut, mutilate, slice, reduce, limit,
delete part of a text.  Sever is also trim or limit a budget.

cercomacra
It is a Latin word which means long tail.  kerkos tail and long makra.  It is a genus of bird in the Thamnophilidae family,
comprising approximately 234 species and which are commonly known as anthills, antwrens, antbirds, bataritos,
tiluchies or ojosdefuego.

cercomela
It was an ancient form of calling a genus of insectivore birds, also called traps.  They belong to the family Muscicapidae
and now the genre is called Emarginata.

cercopinos
It is a hispanicization of a taxonomic term in biology of insects and entomology.  You can derive from Cercopinidae or
Cercopidae.   Usually they are crop pests, are phytophagous Hemiptera and you are known as leafhoppers.

cercotrichas
It means that boost or lift the tail.  It is a genus of birds known as making off Rufous.  They are some insectivorous birds
of the family Muscicapidae.  Cercotrichas is the new name of the genre, as used to be called Erythropygia.  They are
typical of the African continent.

cerdamen
It means group of bristles or hairs, joined in a bundle and with a determined end.  Brush, brush, brush, implement that is
used for painting.  Wide brush.  Brush, brush, brush, brush.

cerdas
Plural of sow .  It may mean female pig.  Marranas, pigs, pigs.  It can also mean manes, thick hairs.

cerdo
It is the name of a pet that we also know as marran, pig, pig, pig, pig, pig.  Its scientific name is Sus scrofa ssp. 
domesticated (although His domestica or Sus domesticus is allowed and His scrofa is left, only for the boar).  It belongs
to the family Suidae .  Name of Foroneo's wife a mythical character of Argos, in Ancient Greece.  By extension it is used
to mean dirty, unscrateed, zafio or vile, ruin, despicable.  Very ordinary and dirty person.  Pervert.  Person who eats
everything and too much (sweet) .

cerdo puerco cochino
In Colombia are synonymous with pig, Piglet or dirty (or rude).



cerebro
In Medician and Anatomy, it is the part of the central nervous system, which is enclosed in the cranial cavity.  Mass of
brain nerve tissue, which deals with cognitive functions, emotional functions and those of control of vital activities such
as sleeping, eating, breathing, directing movements, etc.  It can mean mastermind, person who came up with something
(especially when it refers to a crime). 

ceremonias
It is the plural of ceremony.  It is synonymous with solemn ceremony, Rite, function, Protocol, party, celebration, pomp,
courtesy, reverence, pleitesias.

cerero
It is the name given to anyone who manufactures, works or sells wax.  That it manufactures and sells candles and
candles.

cereros
A person who manufactures, sells or works wax.  Espermero, person who manufactures or sells sperm, candles or
candles.

ceres
It is called the dwarf planet.  It is the largest of all asteroids moving around the Sun in the whole solar system.  Goddess
of agriculture and the countryside, in Roman mythology.  In Colombia CERES is the acronym of the regional centres of
higher education.

ceresina
It is mineral wax or natural paraffin.  It means it hurts or smells like wax.  It's the name of a mineral.  Another name with
which it is known is ozoquerita. 

cereta
Ceretà is a surname of Italian origin. Laura Ceretà was a great humanist of fifteenth century. Sereta s, is a bag used by
the ladies to go to the beach on vacation.

cerete
cereté is incorrectly written and should be written as "Cerete ( is 41 name;." being its meaning:<br>The correct term is
agouti.  It is the name of a Colombian municipality in the Department of Córdoba.

cerezas
In addition to the cherry tree fruits, cherries are the decorations that are placed to a dessert. In Colombia cherry also
means napa, overlaps, bandage, which are like prizes added a purchase.

cerezo
Tree that produces cherries.  It is a tree of the family Rosaceae and the subgenus Cerasus.  Name of a Spanish
municipality in the Province of Cáceres.  Surname of Spanish origin.  Last name of Brazilian footballer named Toninho
Cerezo, of Spanish descent.  His full name is Antônio Carlos Cerezo.  Name of a Mexican Human Rights Committee. 
Name of a Japanese football team from the city of Osaka. 



ceriana
Name of a commune in the Province of Imperia in the Italian province of Liguria.  Name of a genus of insects, belonging
to the family Syrphidae, which are a type of diptera (flies), which closely resemble wasps in their habits and appearance.

cerilla
In Colombia it means, phosphorus, flame, candle, fire.

cerillo
In Colombia it is the same as phosphorus.  It can also be called misto or mixed.  It is a straw with a head of red
phosphorus.  Trade name of a Syngenta herbicide.  Its active ingredient is Paraquat.  It is a soluble concentrated weed
killer.  It is one of the common names of a grass plant of the Poaceae family.  Its scientific name is Hyparrhenia hirta.  It
is also called barrón, cebruna, triguera, cerrillejo, cerrillo.  It can also be the name of an ornamental and medicinal tree.  
It is also known as lechemaría, apple or sulfur.  Its scientific name is Symphonia globulifera and it belongs to the
Clusiaceae family. 

cerimán
It is a parasitic plant climbing which is characterized by leaves enough punch.  Its scientific name is Monstera
comfotable and is of the family Araceae.  They also say rib of Adam, shot or broken blade.  A few Diptera that usually
pollinate its flowers removed an identical to the Chanel Perfume No perfumed extract.  5.

cerita
Are minerals that have as main element cerium, there are two approved by the IMA ( International Mineralogy
Association ) one containing lanthanum and another containing yttrium.  They are lightly radioactive.

cerna
The name of a political party in Galicia, created by the Anova-nacionalista brotherhood.  It is a Spanish surname of
Galician origin.   Former Guatemalan President, called Vicente Cerna's last name.  It is the name of several villages
(Croatia, Hungary and Romania) and several rivers in Romania, tributary of the Danube.

cerneazen
cerneazen is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Cerneasen" as meaning:<br>The correct term is cerneasen. 
It is an inflection of cerner.  It means to pass through a sieve, undergo a screening machines.  Sift, sift, sift through,
debug, separate, soar, plan, soar.

cernedor
It's the same thing I'm ceding.  In Colombia it means sieve, strainer, cernidor, zaranda, criba, harnero, filter. 

cerner
It means pass a material through a colander, shale or sieve, in order to separate the thick part of the petite.  Screening,
sift, strain, sift, sift, debug, separate, choose.

cernia
The correct term should be tilde cernía .  It's a cerner or cernir inflection.  It means separating, sieving, passing through
a cedazo or sieve, shaking, screening, debugging, examining, looking, observing.  Fly, rise.



cernicalo
The correct term is kestrel, with tilde.  It is one of the common names that receives a very common type of falcon.  Its
scientific name can be Falco sparverius and belongs to the falconidae family.  Other common names it receives are:
falcon, falcon, falcon, common falcon, common falcon, whoseyo, kestrel, hawk or chilico.  The name is due to the quality
it has to hover in the air or suspend itself in the air in order to hunt its prey.

cernidor
In Colombia, it is the same as sieve, strainer, strainer or sieve.  Kitchen item used to sift or strain.

cernir
It means making a material through a colander, shale or sieve.  Screening, cerner, strain, sift, sift, debug, separate,
choose.

cernícalo
Kestrel in some parts of Colombia is a common name for a bird also called garrapatero (Groove-billed ani, family
Cuculidae).  In Europe and especially in Spain, say Kestrel to a bird of prey small family of Falcons (Falco tinnunculus,
Family Falconidae).  In America it tells Kestrel to halconcillo, a small bird of prey.  It is also called colorado halconcito or
La (Falco sparverius).

cernícola
It is one of the common names given to a bird of prey of the Falconidae family.  Its scientific name is Falco tinnunculus. 
It is also known as kestrel, quilico, cuyayo. 

cernnunos
cernnunos is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Cernunnos" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is
Cernunnos.  Cernunnos is the conventional name given in Celtic studies to the representations of the " 34-Horned God;
of Celtic polytheism.  Cernunnos was a Celtic god of fertility, life, animals, abundance, and underworld.

cerno
It is a knot of a trunk.  Place where they exit the branches of a tree trunk.  Kind of old ritual Cup.

cernunnos
Kernunos is also used.  It was the name of the god of fertility and abundance of the Celts.  Horned Male . 

cero
This is an even property integer.  Only , represents nullity or emptiness.  Lack of elements.  Numeric representation of
an empty set .  Nothing.

cerra el pico
It is a colloquial and rude way to ask someone to keep silence, that is Street and is not impertinent. It is equal to shut up
the mug. Shut up, lets hear. Shut up.

cerrar el pico
In Colombia the expression " Close the 34 peak; means closing the mouth, shut up, stop talking.  Mute, mute.



cerrero
In Colombia it is dark, unsweetened coffee.

cerro
It is a mountain of low altitude in mountainous terrain.  Hill, Hill, elevation, collado, montecillo, altozano.

certero
It means that it is true, that it is true.  It also means that he is safe to pull, that he is right-handed or skilled in what he
says or does.  He executes his shot perfectly.  Safe, successful, wise, right-handed, infallible. 

certidumbres
Plural of certainty .  It means certainty, security, conviction.

cerullo
It is a surname of Sicilian origin (Italian).  Last name of an evangelical pastor who had a religious television show, called
Victory Today.  His full name was Morris Cerullo.  He died in San Diego, California at age 88. 

cerúleo
That is light blue, which is light blue or sky blue color.  Color of the sky clear and clean of clouds.

cervantes
Last name of Spanish origin, name of many schools and high schools in Latin America.  Last name of the largest and
most renowned writer of the Castilian language, Don Miguel de Cervantes Saavedra.  Common name given in
Colombia, especially in the Eastern Plains to a medium-sized, like the margay cat.  It says cat cervantes, Bobcat,
ocelot's Gallery, Doggy cat, jaguarundi and Ocelot.  Its scientific name is Puma yagouaroundi and belongs to the family
Felidae.  I was previously classified in the genus Herpailurus, which means rare cat.  It is usually not mottled and has
dark brown tones.  There are two other similar species that you may be confused in Colombia: ocelot, jaguarcito or
canaguaro (Leopardus pardalis) and the Margay, Maracay, cat Tiger or caucel (Leopardus wiedii).  Both species belong
to the family Felidae.

cervatana
The correct term is Blowgun (with a b).  It is a weapon used by the indigenous peoples consisting of a tube or Canute,
which are thrown darts or arrows poisoned, driven by the mouth.  Used for hunting birds and small mammals. 
Bodoquera.

cervatillo
It is a way of calling the breeding of a deer or a young deer.  Fawn, gabato. 

cervato
It is a way of calling the breeding of a deer or a young deer (less than 6 months).  Gabato , fawn . 

cervecillas
This is what the amiguillos taken in Colombia.  Politas, beers.



cervelas
It is a French word.  Means hot dogs, dogs ( sausages ).  Cold cuts of meat.

cerveza ligera inglesa
It is the meaning of Bitter.

cervezas
Plural of beer.  Alcoholic beverage bitter produced through the fermentation of grains barley sprouts.  Polas, chevas,
chelas, girls, birrias, beers, Cranksets, bitter, cold, blowguns, Blondes, supias.  Name of a plant in the Cannabaceae
family.  Its scientific name is Humulus lupulus.  It is also known as hops, betiguera, canamiza, wild vine.

cervezota
Beer Augmentative .  Big beer.  Beer served in a large vessel or liter bottle. 

cervilera
It means it protects the cervix.  Helmet, foreman.  It protects the head. 

cervunas
Buckthorn, relative to the deer.  Mean that the fur is dark and zaino.  The color of deer or deer.

cesaraugustana
Woman or person born in Zaragoza, Spain, either the city or the Province.  It is due to the fact that formerly the name of
Zaragoza was Cesaraugusta.  Zaragocí, zaragozana, cheposa (in a derogatory way). 

cesaraugustano
It is a way of calling who is a native of Zaragoza, either the City or the Province in Spain.  It is because the ancient name
of the city was Caesraugusta.  Zaragocí, Zaragozano, or in a derogatory way cheposo. 

ceseña
Cesena is a surname in the South of Baja California, Mexico, and has some 300 years of roots in the region. Seseña s,
is a Spanish town in the province of Toledo, part of the autonomous community of Castilla - La Mancha.

cesiones
Plural of assignment.  Action and effect of yield.  It means transfer, move, give, donate, transfer, abdicate, resign. 
Transfer of rights from one person to another.

cespitosa
It means that looks like grass, which grows as the grass or grass.  Plants that grow very dense, bushy as pasture or
grass.  Plants of short rhizomes, which develop facilitate the formation of a vegetation mat.

cespitoso
It means it's shaped like a cushion or a lawn.  It is the name that receives a shape of plants, especially grasses, that
acquire a cushion shape.



cesto
A container made of grids or fabric, which has different shapes and uses and is also made of various materials. 
Banasto, basket .  Scoring in the sport of basketball.  Basket. 

cestón
In architecture and engineering is a basket full of Earth or stones used in fortifications.  Gabion, large basket.

ceteo
In Spain it is a Special Employment Center for people with disabilities.  Name of a Catholic saint, patron saint of Pescara
in Italy, he was also called Peregrino, Pelegrino, Cetteo or Ceteo de Amiterno.  Name of bishop of Amiternum in the
Sabina Region, in Italy, at the end of the sixth century.  He was thrown into a river with stones tied around his neck. 

ceteraque
It is the old name given to a type of fern which had medicinal uses.  Also called pulipodio, ceterach, charranguilla,
maidenhair, Golden doradilla.  Poultices were made with the ceteraque.  Its scientific name is Ceterach officinarum or
Asplenium ceterach and belongs to the family Aspleniaceae.

cetes
They are Treasury certificates.  They are bearer debt instruments issued by the Federal Government in Mexico.  In
Colombia also exist and are called teas or CETES.

cetico
It is another name that is in Colombia to a tree.  Its scientific name is Cecropia nigra and belongs to the family
Urticaceae (was formerly classified in the family Moraceae).  It also receives the names of yarumo, cecropia, ambaibo,
ambay, yagrumo, grayumbo, yarumo or guarumo.  It belongs to the Cecropia genus.  Cetico, with accent, is an acid
extracted from the cetina (sperm or fat of the whales).

cetina
In Colombia is a surname of Spanish origin.  It is the name of a Spanish municipality in the province of Zaragoza.  It is
the name of a river in Croatia.  Name of the sperm or fat that is extracted from the whales.

cetí
In Puerto Rico is the name of a Minnow small and transparent of freshwater which delicious dishes are prepared
especially pasties.  Its scientific name is Pellone blenckeriana.

ceto
It is the name of a constellation, also called Cetus the whale.  Ceto is also the name of an Italian town which is in the
province of Brescia (Lombardy Region).  It is the name of an astronomical object transneptuniano.  The name of the
goddess of the sea in Greek mythology.

ceto
It was the name of a marine musta bear figure charged with killing Cassiopeia, in Greek mythology.  She was killed by
Perseus.  It is the name of a Constellation, also called Cetus or The Whale.  Ceto is also the name of an Italian village
that remains in the Province of Brescia (Lombardy Region).  It is the name of a trans-American astronomical object. 
Name of the goddess of the sea in Greek mythology. 



cetodóntidos
In zoology is a group of cetaceans that are carnivores.  They are cetaceans have teeth instead of baleen.  They are also
called Cetaceans of teeth.  To them belong the pilot whales, sperm whales.  dolphins, killer whales, beaked whales, and
narwhals.

cetología
It is the branch of Zoology that studies the cetaceans.

cetotariana
It's a new way to lose weight apparently very efficient.  In Essence is a combination of several types of diets considered
effective, the primary basis is to eliminate carbohydrate intake, to force the body to consume its own fats, a process
called ketosis.  It is abundant in fat and moderate in protein.  It is considered a combination of ketogenic and vegetarian
diets.  It also usually includes plants that are considered fat burners.    .

cetotherium
It means beast whale or whale beast.  It was an extinct cetacean that lived in the Miocene and Pliocene and is
considered ancestor of the current whales.

cetrero
A person who is engaged in falconry to hunting with hawks or raptors.  That you have or use birds of prey.

ceuco
In Colombia is the name of a company dedicated to dairy products.  It is headquartered in the municipality of Cogua, the
Ubaté Valley.

céfiro
Light wind from the West.  In Greek mythology, son of Eos and Astraeus, considered the Dios wind from the West,
protector of sailors and Messenger of spring.

céfiros
Light winds, brisas, stalls.  They are advertisers in spring.

célibe
The person who practiced celibacy.  A person who is not married.  Bachelor.  Person who remains unmarried, by
religious vows is not married and does not have sexual intercourse.

células disqueratosicas basales
disqueratosicas basal cells is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Disqueratósicas" being its meaning:<br>In
dentistry are the same bodies of Civette. The histopathology of oral Lichen Planus, are injuries arising in epithelium.

cémade
It's a way to call a fawn or raise a deer.  Deer breeding.  Deer class.

cércalo



It's an inflection to fence.  Imperative to fence.  It means protecting, cornering, confining, surrounding, besieging,
isolating, cornering, besieging, blocking.  Protect it, shorten it, follow it, roll it, confuse it, isolate it, corner it, roast it, lock
it. 

césped
It means grass, grass, which covers the ground.  Plant that belongs to grasses.  Meadow, grass .  Cattle food, fodder. 
Grass, feed, pasture, meadow, grassland, meadow. 

cha no yu
Chanoyu is the name of the Japanese tea ceremony.

chabacano
It is one of the names given to the fruit of a variety of apricot, of the species Prunus Armeniaca.  Low quality peach.  In
Colombia it is used to indicate something or someone who is rough, ordinary, vulgar, simple, ramploon, suffice.

chabasita
In Geology and Crystallography it is the name of each of the varieties of a class or group of minerals called zeolites,
which are tectosilicates of an interchangeable cation and take names according to that cation that can be Calcium,
Potassium, Magnesium, Sodium Strontium.  the word is of Greek origin (from Chabazios) meaning melody. 

chabán
In Argentina it is a surname.  Last name of an Argentine entrepreneur, rock promoter and actor, named Emir Omar
Chabán.  He was the manager of a buenos aires nightclub, where a great tragedy happened from a fire.

chabelita
It is a familiar and colloquial form call Isabel.  Used Chavelita or Chabelita.  Way of colloquially call beer.

chabelo
Chabelo is a comic character played by Mexican comedian and humorist actor Xavier López Rodríguez, curiously
enough born in Chicago.

chabisque
Chabisque means pantanero, quagmire, quagmire, quagmire has.  Soil percolated.  Clay product of a land mass
movement, caused by the excess of rain.

chabola
It means hut, cabin, house or house of simple and very humble construction.  Ranch.

chabolista
It is the name given to the resident of a very humble house.  person who lives on a ranch, shanty, cabin or shack.

chaborro
In Colombia means drunk, drunk.  It is the alteration of the order of the letters of the word and is given the same
meaning.



chabón
Chabon means boy, young, person who is not known by name ( In Argentina ).  I Guy or chavon is also boy, boy in
Mexico.  Chavon or Altos de Chavón is a tourist site and the name of a river of the Dominican Republic, near La
Romana.

chabuco
It is the stage name of a Colombian vallenato singer.  His full name is José Darío Martínez.  The Word as a noun,
means cuckoo, panties, panty, Thong (female inner garment).

chaburro
Chaburro is an offensive manner of referring a Venezuelan opposition to Hugo Chávez. They also do so today saying
Maburro, referring to Nicolas Maduro. In both cases they try them burrros.

chac col
They are terms in Mayan language meaning red corn sauce.  Shack, Chak or Chac in Mayan language means red,
reddish.  The stew is prepared with meat of birds and reddish.

chaca
It is one of the districts of Huanta province, Ayacucho Department in the Peru.  In Dominican Republic is a sweet corn. 
In Colombia is the nickname of a football player.  In Chile and Mexico is a shellfish.

chacah
It's a Maya word of origin.  It was the name of a legendary warrior, who was also called Kinich.  In Central America is
one of the common names of a tree, which in Colombia is known as naked Indian or carate.  Its scientific name is
Bursera simaruba and belongs to the family Burseraceae.  It is also commonly called mulato, jiote, jiñocuabo, chaká,
encuero or musk.  It can mean in large indigenous language, burly, strong.

chacaj
chacaj is incorrectly written and should be written as "Chacaj ( is 41 name;." being its meaning:<br>The correct term is
Chacaj ( 41 own name;.  It is a surname of Indian origin.  It is also the name of a small town in the municipality of
Emiliano Zapata, Tabasco, Mexico.


